Abstract-In standard SPECT with static radio-tracers, the activity distribution in tissue is assumed constant during the acquisition. However, techniques capable of visualizing dynamic tracers may provide new insight into physiology and function of organisms. This is the aim of dynamic SPECT. We developed oSPECT, a new fully 4D reconstruction approach to obtain time activity curves from single or multiple slow rotations with dynamic SPECT data. It is based on KNITRO, a large-scale nonlinear constrained optimization method that takes curvature information into account to speed up convergence. The performance of oSPECT is tested using data from a dynamic anthropomorphic numerical phantom that simulates myocardial perfusion of 99mTc-Teboroxime. We also tested the method on a simulated brain study with 123I-FP-CIT, a dynamic presynaptic marker for SPECT of the dopaminergic neurotransmission system.
I. INTRODUCTION
In standard SPECT with static radio-tracers, the activity distribution in tissue is assumed to remain constant during the acquisition. However, techniques capable of visualizing dynamic tracers may provide new insight into physiology and function of organisms. This is the aim of dynamic SPECT. In recent years, several methods to assess tracer dynamics from SPECT studies have been proposed based on fast rotation protocols [1] or on the use of kinetic models with pre-specified dynamic profiles fitted to the measured time activity curves (TACs) [2] . The constrained least squares (CLS) method [3] and the dynamic expectation maximization (dEM) algorithm [4] , [5] , are two approaches which apply to the case of slowly rotating SPECT cameras with standard clinical protocols. In CLS a quadratic cost function augmented by regularizing terms is minimized subject to linear inequality constraints restricting the shape of the temporal variations of activity. The minimization is based on a first-order optimizer L-BFGS-B [3] . The dEM method, a dynamic version of the MLEM algorithm, is significantly faster than CLS, but not compatible with any of the more sophisticated regularization techniques required for the appropriate treatment of ill-posed problems. We believe that with the rapid progress of computer hardware, more refined large scale optimization techniques in the spirit of CLS will become increasingly competitive in speed. At the same time they offer more flexible tools to address individual applications, leading to better quality dynamic SPECT reconstructions. None of the approaches mentioned above has proven to be entirely successful. With the aim to improve the quality of dynamic SPECT reconstructions, we developed oSPECT, a 4D dynamic SPECT reconstruction algorithm based on the large scale optimization package KNITRO. We present here the first results of this novel algorithm. The performance of oSPECT was tested on two distinct clinically relevant applications. First, a study of the myocardial perfusion with the dynamic tracer 99m Tc-Teboroxime was performed using our dMCAT phantom model [6] , a dynamic version of the anthropomorphic numerical phantom MCAT. Secondly, we tested oSPECT on a numerical brain model of the dopaminergic neurotransmission system with 123 I-FP-CIT, a dynamic presynaptic marker for SPECT.
II. METHOD
The method we propose is based on large-scale nonlinear constrained optimization. We consider the program
The unknown spatio-temporal activity distribution is x, and I is the number of inequality constraints c ν (x) with bounds ν and u ν being used to bring prior information about x into the process. The linear operator R is the SPECT forward projector which in our implementation includes both a central ray attenuation correction, and a 3D detector response compensation (DRC) as described in [7] . The vector p represents dynamic SPECT projection data. Further elements of (P ) are the regularizers αReg(x) included to improve stability of the otherwise seriously ill-conditioned problem. Various regularizers have been presented in the literature e.g. [8] . The data mismatch term 1 2 Rx−p 2 w in principle assumes Gaussian distributed measurements p, but an appropriate weighting may be used to address the more realistic Poisson distribution [8] . In our approach, the 3D reference volume is a priori divided into several types of voxels. Only voxels inside the 3D body contour, defined by a segmentation of the attenuation map, contribute to the variable vector, either by a single value x i if voxel i is classified as static, or by a total of S values x i,k , k = 1, . . . , S, if i is classified as dynamic and the total number of time frames k considered in the study is S. The number of time frames can be at most as large as the number of stops S of the camera system, but the temporal resolution can be reduced in order to decrease the number of unknowns in the system. In this case, two or more consecutive stops are reconstructed as a single time frame over which the activity distribution is considered static. The linear inequality constraints in (P ) apply only to those n DY N dynamic voxels i ∈ DY N for which we consider constraints c ν (x) = x i,k − x i,k+1 and their number is I = (S − 1)n DY N . Then ν ≤ c ν (x) ≤ 0 =: u ν tells that the activity in voxel i, between the time steps k and k + 1, is increasing, but with a rate of at most − ν > 0. Similarly, ν := 0 ≤ c ν (x) ≤ u ν says that the activity in voxel i decreases between time steps k and k + 1, but with rate no greater than u ν . If an approximate position k p (i) of the peak activity for the dynamic voxel i is known, we propose to replace these hard constraints by the more flexible
and some suitably chosen τ > 0 and ∆k. This allows the method to adjust the tentative peak position
, so that errors imposed by the prior information may to some extent be corrected or reduced. Prior peak positions may be calculated either by the method proposed in [4] , or by fitting "hat functions" [8] or similar functions. This work is currently in progress.
III. OPTIMIZER
In order to solve program (P ) we use the optimizer package KNITRO [9] , which is based on a Newton trust region method adapted to large scale nonlinear constrained optimization programs. KNITRO includes second order information to speed up convergence of the algorithm, a novel feature for software addressing very large size problems. Typically, the Hessian matrix of the objective function f (x) in (P ) is not sparse and even the coefficients of the 3D forward projection operator R can not be stored. Incorporating curvature information in f (x) therefore requires the dialogue technique used by KNITRO. The dialogue principle enables the user to implement at his convenience the functions that calculate the objective function, the constraints and thier first and second derivative. This is a major advantage over those large scale codes, which provide as part of the optimizer package, predefined functions whose imposed structure greatly hinders user's parameters required for the master code. The function that calculates the Hessian H(x) = f (x) + λc (x) of the Lagrangian of (P ) is at the core of the trust region strategy as it allows the use of second order information even when H(x) could not be stored. Indeed, while H(x) may even be dense, matrix vector products H(x)·v with test vectors v may require much less calculation. The solution of a linear system H(x) · ∆x = b required to estimate a step ∆x may then be obtained by iterative techniques like conjugate gradient or GMRES, which involve a succession of such products. These matrix vector products are obtained by the function my evalH which calculates the product H(x) · v for the test vector v, and returns the result to the optimizer as a new vector v. Notice that in our application, the constraint functions c ν (x) are linear, so c ν (x) = 0, and the calculation of the Hessian of the Lagrangian is reduced to the evaluation of f (x) = R Rx + α Reg (x). Typically, the regularizers are local and therefore have sparse Hessians, so the main computational cost is in the product R Rv, whose cost is that of one forward and one backward product with the projection operator R, so roughly the cost of one iteration of a static EM-algorithm.
The same complexity appears at the level of the gradient my evalg, as the structure of c ν (x) is sparse. The efficiency of KNITRO therefore hinges on a speedy resolution of the system H(x) · ∆x = b which depends on the condition number cond(H). Unfortunately, when cond(H) is large, the current version of KNITRO does not permit the use of a user provided preconditioner, although the dialogue principle would make its management extremely simple.
IV. SIMULATIONS

A. Myocardium
In order to evaluate the performance of the reconstruction method, we used the dynamic numerical phantom dMCAT [6] , based on the anthropomorphic numerical phantom MCAT. The dMCAT environment is designed to simulate myocardial perfusion of the dynamic tracer 99m Tc-Teboroxime. TACs of a healthy heart shown in Fig.1 were computed using an eight compartment model, including myocardium, left and right ventricles, liver, lungs and muscles. Kinetic parameters and normalization of the model were adjusted to obtain TACs that resemble those observed in real patient data. Projection data were simulated starting 90 seconds post-injection with 32 time steps of 20 seconds each. Each projection contained 64x64 bins with a size of 6.25x6.25 mm 2 . A standard single rotation cardiac protocol on a dual-head camera was considered to generate 64 projections ranging over 180
• from right anterior oblique to left posterior oblique. Also, three multiple rotations protocols on a triple-head camera were considered to generate 96 projections over 1, 2 and 3 full rotations. Noise levels corresponding to realistic count rates were modelled. Both attenuation and 2D Gaussian depth-dependent detector reponse corresponding to a camera equipped with Low Energy High Resolution (LEHR) collimators were included, but scatter was not modelled.
B. Brain
We also tested oSPECT on a numerical model of the dopaminergic neurotransmission system with 123 I-FP-CIT, a dynamic presynaptic marker for SPECT. For this purpose, we created a dynamic numerical brain phantom. The morphology 0-7803-8257-9/04/$20.00 © 2004 IEEE. of the phantom shown in Fig.2 was based on a CT acquisition of a physical brain phantom (RSD -Radiology Support Device). Then, the striatal region of the phantom was segmented using a threshold method. Five regions were defined: the left and the right putamens and caudate nuclei, as well as a non-specific area representing the surrounding brain region (occipital region). The temporal behavior in each region was determined by solving a five compartment model. Kinetic parameters and count rates were adjusted in accordance with several 123 I-FP-CIT clinical studies performed at Hôpital Purpan (Toulouse, France) and with some other studies [10] , [11] . TACs are also shown in Fig.2 . A standard cerebral protocol using a triplehead camera was applied to generate 60 projections ranging over 360
• . Acquisition started at injection and continued over 20 stops of 1 minute each. Each projection contained 64x64 bins with a size of 3.4x3.4mm
2 . Poisson noise, attenuation and 2D Gaussian depth-dependent detector response corresponding to a camera equipped with Low Energy Ultra High Resolution (LEUHR) collimators were taken into account. 
V. RECONSTRUCTIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
Both thorax and brain simulations were reconstructed according to a Poisson distribution and compensating for both attenuation and 1D and 2D Gaussian detector response. Since a regular static reconstruction of dynamic data results in a rough temporal mean of the tracer distribution [6] , we used a 3D OSEM solution to create a flat temporal distribution which served as an initial point for the iterative process. In those simulations, the prior information defining the set of constraints c ν (x) in (P ) was extracted from the phantoms. It describes 4 types of temporal behavior: i) TACs constant, ii) TACs monotonically increasing, iii) TACs monotonically decreasing and iv) TACs first increasing and then decreasing.
In this latter case, the temporal position of the peak activity is needed. The methods discussed in [8] , [4] , in particular the "hat method" may be used to obtain prior estimates of the peak positions. Then, relaxing the shape constraints around these tentative peak positions enables the optimizer to displace the peaks within a small confidence interval. We are currently implementing this feature in oSPECT. In order to analyse and compare reconstructions, we defined 2 main regions of interest (ROIs) in the thorax phantoms, one over the myocardium and one over the liver, containing 104 and 256 pixels respectively. On the brain, 5 ROIs, corresponding to the left and right putamens and caudate nuclei and to the occipital part for the non-specific response, were defined. Those ROIs were drawn from the temporal mean of the reconstructed images. The TACs behaviour for every individual pixel in those ROIs was examined and an average TAC was computed over each ROI and compared to the true TACs. In order to quantify the accuracy of the reconstructions, we compared in each ROI their relative deviation Σ(ROI) from the truth:
Figures of merit for several reconstructions of the heart simulation are summarized in Table I. VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Preliminary testing showed that the speed of convergence, as well as the quality of the reconstructed image, may depend on the choice of the initial x and may vary with the prior information carried through the regularizers. Among those tested, the spatial Tychonoff and norm-1 asymmetric regularizers with a roughness parameter α = 10 −3 led to the best results. As seen in Table I , the norm-1 regularizer provided the best result for the figure of merit in both myocardium and liver ROIs, and in the overall image, but the Tychonoff regularizer generated a smoother image and we therefore chose this latter for all reconstructions unless otherwise specified. We should note that spatial regularization also provides a smoothing effect along the time dimension. While future versions of KNITRO will include the possibility of preconditioning the iterative solving of H(x) · ∆x = b, we have observed that changing the problem (P ) by tuning the weighting of the norm · w may have some beneficial effects. For instance, the diagonal elements of R R show strong variations of several orders of magnitude. Prescaling by dividing each equation by its corresponding R R diagonal element improves the condition number cond(H) and may stabilizes the algorithm in some cases. The improvement of the condition number is a study still under development. Also, the normalization of the objective function in order to rescale it to values close to 1 substantially improved convergence.
A. Myocardium
We investigated the accuracy of oSPECT reconstructions in 2D and 3D (+time) modes, and compared the results to the 0-7803-8257-9/04/$20.00 © 2004 IEEE. corresponding dEM reconstructions. All four reconstructions were initiated with the same OSEM 3D reconstruction, and used the same prior information. Fig.3 shows individual and mean TACs in heart and liver. Comparing mean TACs in heart which are monotonically decreasing, there is no significant differences between the four reconstructions, and TACs agree well with the "truth". When comparing mean TACs in liver, dEM seems to perform slighly better than oSPECT which wrongly produces a peaked curve. However, investigating TACs for individual pixels in liver, we see that the temporal behavior is more consistent with oSPECT than with dEM, this latter method resconstructing some individual TACs with a wrong temporal behaviour. The improved consistency of the temporal behavior in a ROI with oSPECT is a significant feature since it may allow post-reconstruction segmentation based on the temporal characteristics as it is performed in [12] . When comparing the results in Table I for the figures of merit Σ, we see that oSPECT 2D provides slightly better results than dEM 2D in the liver and in the overall image. Indeed oSPECT reconstructs individual TACs with better consistency in ROIs exhibiting a uniform temporal pattern. This improvement also affects the image quality by reducing noise as can be seen on the temporal mean of a transaxial slice in Fig.4 . ROIs appear more homogeneous when reconstructed with oSPECT than with dEM. However, the 3D (+time) reconstruction with oSPECT is not yet satisfactory since image accuracy is decreased with respect to 2D oSPECT. Further work is planned to address this issue. Further improvement may also be obtained to correct for the artifact present in the TACs of the liver by reducing the slope of the TACs around the tentative peak positions, while adding a constraint c ν in (P ) preserving the total number of counts, or by posteriori smoothing of the TACs. Also, a proper choice of temporal regularizer may remove this artifact.
With the aim of improving reconstructions by reducing the dimension of the problem, we tried to reconstruct dynamic sinograms with a reduced temporal resolution: the set of projections acquired during two consecutive camera stops were recon- structed as a single time frame. Fig.5 shows the resulting mean TACs in heart and liver. This resolution alteration improved the reconstructions. The improvement is general throughout the image as is seen in Table I , it is however quite moderate. This valuable feature may however be necessary in reconstructing multiple rotations scans with a large number of rotation as the number of time frames in this case may be too large to be computationally feasible. altered to avoid the increase of the number of unknowns in the problem) since the number of projection data is larger than in a single rotation scan. However, we compared multiple rotations and single rotation protocols in the case where the number of projection data remains the same. Thus we compared the 64 projections standard cardiac scan with a 96 projections scan acquired over 1, 2 and 3 full rotations. Total acquisition time remained unchanged. Results in Table I show that a full rotation is to be favoured over a 180
• rotation. The image quality is also improved. However, this result is also partly due to the larger number of projections in the full rotation protocol. When comparing 1, 2 or 3 full rotations (with the same number of projections), there was no significant difference in reconstruction quality. However, we can notice that the figure of merit of the overall image in the 3 rotations protocol was significantly worse compared to the 1 and 2 rotations protocols. This can be explained by the very small angular sampling of the projections (32 stops over 3 rotations, i.e. ≈ 34
• /stop). Those results suggest that the greater the number of projection data and the less under-determined the system is, the better will be the reconstruction. But the projection sampling can be indifferently chosen over a single or multiple rotations.
B. Brain
The brain simulation was reconstructed using oSPECT 2D and 3D. Mean TACs in putamens, caudate nuclei and occipital region are shown in Fig.6 . Our preliminary results showed a reasonably good agreement between the true and the reconstructed activity distributions. As in the heart simulation, the 2D reconstruction led to a reconstruction closer to the "truth" than the 3D version. However, oSPECT performed more efficiently in this cerebral study than in the myocardial study since the number of dynamic voxels, and hence variables was significantly smaller in the brain. Those results show that oSPECT has already the potential to be clinically valuable for dynamic brain studies. 
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents oSPECT, a new approach to obtain TACs from single and multiple slow rotations with dynamic SPECT data. It is based on a large-scale nonlinear constrained optimization method that takes curvature information into account to speed up convergence. We tested the performance of oSPECT using data from a dynamic anthropomorphic phantom that simulates myocardial perfusion of 99m Tc-Teboroxime, as well as on a simulated brain study with 123 I-FP-CIT, a dynamic presynaptic marker for SPECT of the dopaminergic neurotransmission system. Our first results show a reasonably good agreement between the true and the reconstructed activity distributions. We show that oSPECT performs slightly better than dEM in the 2D case and that individual TACs behave more consistently in dynamically homogeneous regions. This feature is essential for "post-reconstruction" temporal segmentation. Our results also suggest that the greater the number of projection data and the less under-determined the system is, the better will be the reconstruction. But the projection sampling can be indifferently chosen over a single or multiple rotations. Future work will include: i) the investigation of suitable spatial and temporal regularizers to improve accuracy of reconstructions, ii) the improvement of convergence towards an optimal solution in the 3D (+time) case, iii) the development of a weighting procedure to speed up convergence in chosen regions of interest, iv) the development of a method based on the fit of "hat functions" to determine the dynamic a priori information needed by oSPECT.
